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Educator Certification Partnership Update  
2015 Summer Webinar 

July 15, 2015 2:00 PM  

July 16, 2015 10:00 AM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 1 – DLJWelcome to all those joining us for today’s Educator Certification Partnership Update. I’m David LaJeunesse and it is my pleasure to serve as Chief of Educator Certification. Our co-facilitators for today are Mandy Mims, our Program Director for BEC Communications, and your very own Certification Partner Liaison, Jean Morgan.A primary focus of our session today is to provide implementation guidance for recent changes to certification provisions, along with updates on other topics  of particular interest to our certification partners.We appreciate each of you dedicating your time and energies to doing this good work.
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Today’s Agenda 
• Implementation of Law & Rule Changes 
• Certification Examinations 
• Paperless Certificates 
• College Teaching Experience 
• Course-by-Course Professional Preparation 
• Banking Points for Renewal 
• Jean’s Friendly Reminders  
• 2014 Application Forms 
• FASPA & New Partners Training 
• Q & A 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 2 – DLJ This slide provides a brief list of topics for our discussions today. We’ll hit the high points on these topics, but ensure enough time remains at the end for your comments and questions. At this time, everyone please mute your telephone to prevent interruptions during our presentation. Following the presentation, we’ll request your comments and questions on the topics covered. We suggest you make notes or submit a chat with comments/questions as we proceed through the presentation. We hope to provide ample opportunity to share as much as possible.Of course, if something arises upon later review, feel free to contact us later with your comments and questions.
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Implementation of Law & Rule Changes 
• Effective Date of the change is key to determine if/when it 

applies to an individual 
• Changes apply when: 

• Application for initial certificate received on/after the effective date 
• Changes do not apply when: 

• Application for initial certificate received before the effective date AND 
results in issuance of a Professional Certificate;  

OR 
• Application for initial certificate received before the effective date AND 

results in issuance of a Temporary Certificate, AND  
Professional Certificate issued with no break in continuity  

• Specific changes addressed throughout presentation 
• See Spring 2015 Partnership Manual for detailed information 

on law/rule changes throughout  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 3 – DLJYou may have heard these two phrases before: “An individual is governed by the Laws and Rules in effect at the time of initial application for certification.” “Upon issuance of the initial certificate, an educator satisfies requirements under those Laws and Rules as long as there is ‘no break in continuity.’”In translation, the effective date of a Law or Rule establishes the primary criterion for if and when a change applies, based on the date received of the application. However, if an educator fails to complete requirements to maintain continuity of the certificate – as in moving from Temp to Pro or with Pro Renewal – s/he starts this cycle over again with a new application.We will address implementation of these basic concepts for recent, specific changes throughout today’s presentation. Of course, the details are addressed in our most recent edition of the BEC Partnership Manual.
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Certification Examinations – FELE 3.0 
• Florida Educational Leadership Examination (FELE) 3.0 

• Tests on/after January 1, 2015 require four passing scores 
• 3 Multiple Choice Subtest Scores, AND 
• 1 Written Performance Score 

• Test Codes in BEC-PASS 
• FELE3.1  Subtest 1: Leadership for Student Learning 
• FELE3.2  Subtest 2: Organizational Development 
• FELE3.3M  Subtest 3: Systems Leadership 
• FELE3.3W  Subtest 3: Systems Leadership-Written  

   Performance Assessment 
• FELE 3.0 subtests cannot be combined with subtests from prior 

versions of FELE to achieve a total passing score 
• Passing scores earned for all subtests on a prior FELE version may 

be acceptable 
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Presentation Notes
Slide 5 – DLJEd Leadership candidates began taking the newest FELE version 3.0 in January 2015. Though the test still has 3 subtests, examines must now achieve a separate passing score for the written performance assessment component of the Systems Leadership subtest.It is not acceptable to mix and match subtests from different versions of the FELE. As with prior versions, an examine must take and pass all subtests within the same version of the FELE for a total passing score. 
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Certification Examinations – English  
• English & Middle Grades English Subject Area Exams 

• Tests administered on or after January 1, 2015 require 
separate passing scores for two sections 

• Multiple Choice  
• Writing 

• Test Codes in BEC-PASS 
• SA10151M = English 6-12 Multiple Choice 
• SA10151W = English 6-12 Writing 
• SA1015CM = Middle Grades English Multiple Choice 
• SA1015CW = Middle Grades English Writing 

• Tests passed prior to January 1, 2015 may be acceptable 
• BEC-PASS Application for Addition – validation by FTCE 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 4 – DLJBased on the panel of field experts convened to review the English SAEs, new scoring procedures were recommended for both exams. Though a written performance component already existed, examinees must now achieve a passing score for their writing that is separate from the multiple choice score.This slide lists the codes you might now see in the score reports section of BEC-PASS. These same codes are also used to validate a district’s input of an application for addition.
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Certification Examinations – ACTFL  
• ACTFL: American Council on the Teaching of Foreign 

Languages Test 
• Effective December 31, 2014 
• Required for Mastery of Subject Knowledge for World Languages 

with no Florida subject area exam 
   [Note: Florida has SAE for Spanish, French*, German*, & Latin] 
• Must earn score above intermediate level on 

• OPI: Oral Proficiency Interview, AND 
• WPT: Writing Proficiency Test 

• CT-114 no longer acceptable in lieu of test 
• Required for reinstatement 
• May be used for renewal credit 

* May propose discontinuation of French and German SAEs 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 8 – DLJThe ACTFL tests have been an acceptable option for satisfying mastery of subject area knowledge in several world languages for many years. Effective with applications received on or after December 31, 2014, the ACTFL tests are now required. Certification will no longer accept a Verification form CT114 in lieu of these tests and they must be passed to reinstate one of these world languages.Though Florida currently offers exams in Spanish, French, German, and Latin, these exams are very costly to develop and administer. Since very few examinees take French and German, the department may propose to discontinue the Florida SAEs for these subjects and allow the ACTFL in their place. This is merely a heads up to stay tuned for future official communications.
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Certification Examinations – GK options 
• Repeal of College Level Academic Skills Test (CLAST) 

Scores Earned Prior to July 1, 2002 
• Effective July 1, 2014 
• May no longer be used to satisfy Mastery of General 

Knowledge requirement 
• See Page 20 of Summer 2015 Partnership Manual 

• Graduate Record Examination (GRE) 
• Effective July 1, 2015 State Board may consider other 

tests for General Knowledge (GK) 
• Revised Rule to accept GRE for GK goes before State 

Board later this year 
• Stay tuned! 
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Presentation Notes
Slide 7 – DLJAs enacted in 2014, amendments to Florida certification laws eliminated the acceptance of passing CLAST scores to satisfy mastery of general knowledge. As prompted by another 2014 law change, the department contracted with an expert psychometric consulting center for testing to conduct a professional, unbiased comparative evaluation of the GRE versus the FTCE General Knowledge tests. Department leadership has reviewed their recommendations and plans to propose revisions to Certification Rules to adopt comparable passing scores on the GRE to satisfy equivalent sections of the General Knowledge tests. Stay tuned for official notices and rule development workshops coming in the next several weeks.
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Certification Examinations – 10-year limit 
• 10-Year Time Limitation 

• Effective Date  
• December 31, 2014 
• Application date received for which the limitation applies 
• When 10-year time limit applies, then test date must comply 

• Test Date  
• Determines if score is within the 10-year timeframe 
• Passing score may be earned no more than 10 years prior to the 

date of application 
• Applies to all tests 

• General Knowledge  
• Professional Education 
• Subject Area Examinations 
• Other State Board Approved Tests (ACTFL, GRE, etc.) 
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Presentation Notes
Slide 6 – DLJAs of December 31, 2014, a new “Examinations” section became effective within the General Provisions Rule 6A-4.002 for Certification. This section imposes a new 10-year limitation for the use of passing exam scores to satisfy certification requirements. This provision helps ensure that as standards are routinely revised for Florida’s students, appropriate alignments are adopted within the FTCE and FELE competencies and skills, with passing scores calibrated at least every 5 years.This provision applies to all tests, whether developed specifically for Florida’s FTCE/FELE battery, or approved as an acceptable standardized test to meet specific certification requirements. Once again, the date received for the application compared with the test date determine if the score can be accepted.As a special note: this time limit also applies to an application for a subject addition. If an educator passed an SAE, but never added the subject to their certificate, the exam no longer satisfies certification requirements (i.e. Highly Qualified) when it exceeds 10 years old.Now, I’ll pass the mike to Mandy to cover the next several topics.
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Paperless Certificates 
• January 2015 – full implementation 
• Productivity improvements, efficiency gains and 

cost savings/avoidance 
• For Districts Renewals and Additions 

• Remind employee to create an online account at 
https://certify.fldoe.org/ for email notification upon 
issuance of certificate 

• For hardcopy Duplicate Certificate, CG-10 and 
$20.00 fee must be submitted to: 

• District for their employees, including charters 
• BEC at https://certify.fldoe.org/ for other applicants 
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Presentation Notes
Slide 11 – MMHello everyone.Though printed certificates continued, the BEC began sending email notifications when a certificate was issued in September 2014. Since January, only emails are sent with instructions to retrieve and print a certificate online. This process allows nearly real-time access to an educator’s certificate! In addition, the paperless process improves efficiency and controls BEC production costs to help avoid increases to certification fees. To be most effective, please make sure your educators create a personal account via the CERTIFY website  BEFORE  a certificate is issued. If you view the BEC-PASS profile screen and no email address is listed, that educator needs to create an online account or they will not be able to access and print their own certificate.Any educator who wants a hardcopy certificate printed with actual signatures must submit an application for a duplicate certificate and $20 processing fee. The next slide provides helpful instructions for printing a certificate from the online account. 
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Applicant Instructions for Printing Certificates 
1. Log In to the secure Application Status site at 

https://certify.fldoe.org 
• Not registered, click on “Create Account”  
• Forgot username or password, click on the appropriate 

bulleted option(s) on the log in page 

2. Verify contact information; make/save any changes  
3. Click “Certificate Status” from the left hand menu  
4. Click “View” to right side of certificate record to bring 

up an image of the certificate 
5. Print – move cursor to right side of the certificate 

image for printer icon to appear 
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Presentation Notes
Slide 12 – MMVia their online accounts, all educators can view and print their own certificate(s) by following the simple instructions shown here. If an educator who has created an account needs assistance printing their certificate, please share these instructions. Once again, if you have an educator who wants to print his or her certificate, direct them to create an online account. Once the account is created, currently valid certificates can be viewed and printed. 
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College Teaching Experience 
• Effective July 1, 2014 
• Experience acceptable to satisfy requirements for a 

Professional Certificate: 
• 2 semesters of full-time experience, OR 
• Part-time experience that is equivalent to 2 semesters of 

full-time experience 

• Experience satisfies Mastery of General Knowledge  
• Professional Education Test is required to complete 

Mastery of Professional Preparation and Education 
Competence  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 9 – MMPrior to July 1, 2014, 2 semesters of full-time college teaching experience could be used to meet all Professional Certificate requirements except for the subject area examination. With applications submitted on or after July 1, 2014, part-time college teaching experience that is equivalent  to 2 semesters of full-time college teaching can also be used. This route to the Professional does not meet the requirement for the Professional Education Test or the subject area exam. Since appropriate college teaching experience that is properly verified will meet the GK requirement, please make sure your teachers request the proper verification information from the institution as soon as possible in order to be considered for meeting the GK requirement within the first year of employment.  �Please refer to the June 1, 2015 Spring Partnership Manual, page 19, for a listing of the information required for proper verification of college teaching experience. 
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Course-by-Course Professional Preparation 
• NEW Past, Present, and Future Professional 

Preparation chart on Page 28 of Spring 2015 
Partnership Manual 

• Effective December 31, 2014 
• No change in course requirements 
• Agriculture requires same courses as other subjects 
• Passing Prekindergarten-Primary or Preschool Education 

SAE does not satisfy course requirements  

• Effective January 1, 2016 
• Some changes to course requirements 
• Detailed guidance will be provided later this year 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 10 – MMProfessional Preparation requirements were changed December 31, 2014. As the slide shows, the most significant change effected initial applications for PreK-Primary and Preschool Education.Under the previous Rule for pro prep, when specialization was met for one of these subjects, professional preparation coursework was considered satisfied. With initial applications received under the new Rule effective December 31, 2014, initial Pre-K or Preschool applicants are required to meet the same professional preparation courses as other subjects. Please review the chart on page 28 of the new Spring 2015 Partnership Manual for a very handy snapshot of professional preparation  “past - present - and future”. Stay tuned for implementation guidelines about upcoming changes effective January 1, 2016.
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Banking Points for Renewal 
• Bankable Points/Credits: 

• ESOL 
• Reading 
• Teaching Students with Disabilities (SWD) Effective July 1, 2014 

• Professional Certificates 
• Excess points earned during one validity period may be banked 

for later renewals 

• Temporary Certificates 
• Points earned during validity period of Temporary Certificate may 

be banked for renewal of first Professional Certificate 
• Must go directly from Temp to Pro with “no break in continuity” 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 13 – MMIn simple terms, banking allows for excess credit earned in ESOL, Reading, and SWD (as of July 1, 2014), not needed for renewal of the current certificate,  to be “deposited” in a “bank” and “withdrawn” for use in a future validity period.  Points earned in these areas while holding a Temporary Certificate can also be banked for renewal of the first Professional Certificate as long as there is “no break in continuity.” 
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Banking SWD Points for Renewal 
• Effective July 1, 2014 
• Validity Period 

• Must include 2014-2015 or later fiscal year 
• Earliest possible validity: July 1, 2010 – June 30, 2015 
• Points earned any time during validity period are bankable 

• Current Renewals 
• Since SWD banking just recently went into effect, at this 

time, SWD points may only be “deposited into the bank” 
• SWD points may be “withdrawn from the bank” and 

‘spent’ only for future renewals, not current renewals 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 14 – MMTo “bank” SWD credit the certificate must include the 2014-15 school year or later, since banking of SWD was not authorized until July 1, 2014. Therefore, 2010-15 is the earliest validity period in which SWD points earned in excess of what’s required for renewal can be deposited to the bank. Or, in other words, it is not yet possible for any educator to “withdraw” and use SWD points to renew a current certificate, since banking SWD credit only became effective July 1, 2014. For CURRENT renewals, excess SWD points can only be “deposited into the bank”, and then may only be “withdrawn from the bank” to spend on future renewals. For the next portion of the presentation, here’s Jean Morgan.
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CT116-E Form – Includes Banked Points 
• Check the box under “Includes Banked Points In:” only 

for points earned prior to the validity period of the 
current certificate being renewed  

• Banked points in ESOL and Reading may be included for 
current certificate renewals, but not SWD 

• SWD points earned during the current validity period 
may be expended to renew the current certificate, but  
these are not banked points.  

• Banking SWD credit only became effective July 2014, so 
too soon to spend “banked” SWD points at this time 

• Only excess SWD (ESOL or Reading) points not needed 
for the current renewal may be “banked“ for future 
renewals, but do not check the box 
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Presentation Notes
Slide 17 – AJMHello everyone.Included later in this presentation are examples of appropriately completed Inservice Verifications or CT116-E Forms. Key factors to remember when completing the CT116-E Form are:Checking the Banked Points box indicates you are using previously banked points for the current renewalPreviously banked ESOL or Reading points can be used in current renewalsAs just mentioned, it is too soon for banked SWD points to be used in a current renewalExcess SWD points not needed to renew the current certificate can be banked for use in future renewals
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CT116-E Form – SWD credit 
• “Teaching students with disabilities” listed in the 

drop-down menu for districts only as an indicator 
that at least 20 points of “SWD” credit was earned 

• Selecting “teaching students with disabilities” from 
the drop-down menu does not add those points to 
the Total Inservice Points reported on the form 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 15 – JM“Teaching Students with Disabilities” is not a certification subject. It is only listed in the drop-down menu so you can verify that the educator earned at least 20 points of SWD credit.  Selecting “Teaching Students with Disabilities” from the drop-down menu does not add the SWD points to the overall total. See the next pages for examples. 
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CT116-E Form – Example 1  
This sample shows 60 points earned for English plus 
60 points earned for Middle Grades Social Science for 
a total of 120 points; including required SWD points  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 16 – JMHere we see that 60 points were earned for English and 60 points were earned for MG Social Science, which totals 120 points. 20 of the points reported were SWD included in content areas, but were not added to the total. Note also that the “includes banked points in” section is appropriately left blank.
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CT116-E Form – Example 2 
In this sample, the educator earned 60 points in 
Administration and used 60 banked ESOL points for a 
total of 120 points; including required SWD points  
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Presentation Notes
Slide 18 – JMOn this form, 60 points were earned to renew Administration and 60 banked ESOL points, shown in the “includes banked points in” section of the form, were used to renew Elementary Education. Thirty of the points reported on this form were SWD points and do not change the total of 120 points. To extend this example further: If all 30 points of SWD credit earned was not needed in the 120 points shown to renew the certificate subjects, 10 points of SWD credit can be “banked” for use in a future renewal.
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Jean’s Friendly Reminders   
PRETTY PLEASE ……. 

• Social Security Numbers (SSN)   
• Use DOE numbers on email or faxed documents 
• Do not use Social Security Numbers 

• Processing 2 Certificate Actions Same Day 
• Do not SAVE additions and renewals on the same day 

• Emailed Forms 
• Do not email forms to Jean 

• Renewals Processed by Your District 
• Do not advise employees to contact BEC regarding their status  

• Specific Validity Period Requests for Professional 
Certificates 

• Submit CT110-E form (even though not required), OR 
• Advise Jean, preferably in writing, of the required validity period   
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Presentation Notes
Slide 19 – Jean MorganTo help protect sensitive personal identity information, partners must not use SSNs, but instead use the DOE# in your emails, attachments, and faxed documents.So that each certificate will issue correctly, please avoid processing additions and renewals in BEC-PASS on the same day.Documents should only be faxed or emailed to our office in emergency situations. Instead, please include them with your other documents placed in the US mail. When your office is processing any application for an educator, please make sure that the educator is aware that they should contact your office regarding their status rather than calling our toll free number for assistance. Even though an issue request is not required for a Professional or Coaching Certificate, it can be very helpful for our staff to know that your office needs a specific validity period. So that we can issue the certificate correctly the first time, please  submit an issue request form when the educator is hired. And now back to David.
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2014 Application Forms 
• 2014 forms are for all certification actions  

• Initial Certificates 
• Additions 
• Renewals 
• Reinstatement 
• Name Changes 
• Duplicate (Printed) Certificates 

• 2014 forms are for all types of applications 
• BEC Online Applications (CG-10 & CG-10R) 
• BEC Hardcopy Applications (CG-10 & CG-10R) 
• District Applications (CG-10D & CG-10RD) 

• Available on BEC-PASS 
• Document Retention Reminder 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 20 – DLJCertification application forms are officially adopted via the rulemaking process. Thus, only the December 2014 form versions are legally acceptable for certification. Remember, your district is responsible for retaining application records for employees and must refer copies with affirmative responses in the legal disclosure for review by PPS.
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• Florida Educator Certification Training (FL-ECT) 
• Includes Redesigned Training Modules 

• New Name: District Partners Training 

• Lesson One: Certification Basics 
• Four (4) Unit Modules 
• Required for all new district certification officers  
• Recommend as refresher for “not-new” certification officers 
• Must complete prior to face-to-face New Partners Training 

http://fl-ect.fldoe.org  
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Presentation Notes
Slide 22 – DLJWe are very excited for the recent BIG REVEAL of our new Florida Educator Certification Training portal – FL-ECT. The newly redesigned District Partners Training modules progress the BEC to 21st century online learning strategies. Though the modules are presently open only to partners in public school districts, the Certification Basics lesson is designed to be adaptable to our other partner audiences.Though only “new” district partners will be required to complete them, we encourage any interested district partner to go through them as a refresher. Who knows – there might be something you forgot…
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FASPA & New Partners Training 
• Embassy Suites Tampa-USF – same, familiar location! 
• 2015 FASPA Fall Conference  

• Thursday, October 29 & Friday, October 30  

• BEC/FASPA New Partner Training (pre-conference) 
• Wednesday, October 28  
• Prerequisite:  Complete “Certification Basics” via FL-ECT 

• Separate registration for each event 
www.faspa.net 
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Presentation Notes
Slide 21 – DLJIn response to your feedback, our next face-to-face certification training session for New partners will be hosted in conjunction with the 2015 FASPA Fall Conference. This session aims to expand on the information presented in the “Certification Basics” modules to provide our newest partners an opportunity to develop deeper understanding for real-world application.Please be sure to register new partners for both events so they get the full benefits from this 3-day professional learning experience.
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Questions & Answers 
• Submit questions/comments via chat window 
• Facilitator assists those via telephone with 

questions/comments 
• First, caller requests permission of facilitator 
• Next, facilitator acknowledges caller request 
• Next, caller identifies him/herself with district/ 

organization s/he represents  
• Then, provide brief, clear and concise comments  

• Questions and comments will be captured for 
further review and consideration  

Thank you! 
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Presentation Notes
Slide 23 – DLJNow, it’s the time you’ve all been patiently awaiting. We are prepared to listen to your questions and comments about the topics in this presentation. We hope to provide immediate answers, but realize some issues may need some additional thought and even research.The best way to share is to type your question/comment in the chat window. You may also type your request to speak in the chat window or click the raise hand feature. In respect to all callers, please avoid talking out of turn and wait to be acknowledged.I will start by reviewing what’s been submitted via chat… 
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www.FLDOE.org 
www.fldoe.org/teaching/certification 

EdCertPartnerline@fldoe.org  
850-245-0433 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 24 – DLJThank you again for your participation today. We really appreciate our continued partnership. Please feel free to contact our office for any additional follow up.
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